
  

Update Your Wardrobe with Accessories 

A look at the Premier Jewelry Collection as it speaks to the latest fashion trends! 

Bold / Wild Stripes! 
This look encompasses not only stripes but also those fabulous animal prints!  Our 
Sassy  necklace, with multiple layers of interesting combinations of black & white, is 

the perfect splash of stripes, And for animal prints...our Safari ensemble! Why not 
wear them together for a simply smashing look?! 

That 70’s Show 

More sophisticated this go around, this is a re-interpretation of 

the 70s we remember from before.  Thank Goodness!  Typical 

colors associated with this era are oranges, yellows and other 

Sheer Bliss 
Whispy, flowing, even sheer fabrics are the trademark of 
this trend.  And one of our hottest pieces, the Daydream, 
suits this look perfectly!  Another perfect piece, our all-new 
Enchantment  necklace & earrings!  Add a sheer organza 

ribbon, and you’re all set! 

Lace Race 
Lace & crochets in traditional whites, neutrals,     
and now, more sophisticated greys and blacks.  
Speak to this trend with many of our fabulous 

pieces, including our Lady Fair necklace, the hot new Pure 
Bliss and the First Lady, which encompasses the “60’s la-

dylike” look...also popular this season!   

http://www.fashionising.com/pictures/b--Stripes-for-Summer-womens-fashion-trend-3948.html


  

Floral prints are the rage, specifically baby or tiny floral          
prints.  Don’t have the perfect blouse or skirt for this 
trend?  Why not adorn yourself with our super hot 

Wildflower necklace!  This stunning piece has the floral 

trend all wrapped up! Shown here are two super hot looks!  

Aaah...the versatility in the Premier Jewelry collection! 

 Feminine Floral Prints 

Blue Jean Baby! 

Denim, as always, is hot!  Switching to lighter shades and lighter fabrics, denim 

says cool and chic!  Don’t have the latest style?  Just add our spectacular new 

Costa Rica necklace & bracelet, and you’re sure to be a hit!  Multiple layers are 

built in to this must-have piece!  It’s so easy...just throw it on, and off you go! 

Biker Chic! 

Instead of darting out and buying that biker 
jacket, sure to be popular only for a season, 
why not grab the look with our magnificent 
Chain Reaction necklace and bracelet.  Add 

Tassels!  Symbol of luxury! You will see tassels on                                      

purses, shoes, and yes our jewelry...the splendid Cha Cha earrings! 

Icing on the Cake! 

Kitten Heels! 

60’s Cateye Sunglasses! 


